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HEALTHCARE

Right Here where your Employees Work
“For every $1 we’ve spent for the onsite
nurse practitioner we’ve realized a return of $2.80.”
— Deb Priebe, Director of Human Resources, TIDI Products, Neenah

W

ouldn’t it be more efficient if employees

conditions, an onsite clinic provides early,

didn’t have to leave work because they don’t

easy support for controlling and improving

feel well? They’re not sick enough to be

health, avoiding more costly care later.

home – and they’re not feeling well enough
to perform optimally. That’s why our nurse
practitioners and nurses come to you.

Additionally, our onsite providers treat and
refer employees with concerning symptoms
to experts, so illness can be addressed

Having a clinic onsite means employees

before it becomes critical. The result? Our

don’t have to leave work for a minor illness

onsite providers have helped patients avert

or injury. It also means you can offer a lower

heart attack, kidney failure and many other

cost alternative, with immediate access, to

health conditions.

medical care. For employees with chronic

We track and measure ROI
It’s a standard part of what we do – track, measure and report what you’re getting for your
investment in an onsite clinic. Results are remarkable.

Your

Investment

Return of

2- 3

$

$ 65

back to your bottom line
Results from 2010

What do you need?

Everybody’s got everything on a computer

There’s no other work place, work culture

today, right? Wrong. Not everyone does.

or work force like yours. Your job is to make

Especially not every healthcare provider.

sure your team is as healthy as it can be,

As one of the first in Wisconsin to throw

while managing costs. We get that. Our job

out the paper and move to electronic

is to learn about your company, understand

medical records (EMR), we offer expertise

your culture and your people, and respond

and efficiency that makes our onsite clinic

to your needs. An onsite clinic is one sure

seamless for your employees:

way to improve employee health and produce

• Tracking, measuring and reporting results,

real savings.
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Electronic connections

participation and activities of your
programs.
• Providers across the care spectrum
stay on the same page, coordinating and
managing patient care.
• Easier, faster communication with
providers.

Shining light on
clear solutions to
healthcare costs

